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Texas Court System Hit with Ransomware
The Office of Court Administration in Texas (OCA) confirmed late last
week that it is the victim of a ransomware attack. The OCA stated that it
would not pay the ransom. “OCA was able to catch the ransomware and
limit its impact, and will not pay any ransom…Work continues to bring all
judicial resources and entities back online.” Read more
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Hackers Spoofing Zoom to Obtain Credentials and Passwords
After incidents of Zoom “bombing,” including a recent intrusion by
hackers to disrupt a church service with foul content (don’t these guys
have better things to do?), it has been reported that hackers are now
taking advantage of the surge in the use of Zoom for videoconferencing
to spoof Zoom invites to try to obtain users’ credentials. Read more
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PRIVACY TIP #239
Hackers Know How to Embarrass You
As hackers continue to find new ways to use old scams that have been
successful, a recently reported example of hackers trying to use
sensitive data against users is the Maze group, which hit two plastic
surgery groups with ransomware, one in Seattle and the other in
Nashville. This week's privacy tip covers the recent trend. Read more
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